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HINGS KEEP HAPPENING IN SOUTHERN CHILE. WHILE IN OSORNO, A NEW COMMUNITY OF
PRODUCERS SHOWS THAT IT IS, IN FACT, POSSIBLE TO PRODUCE WINE WHERE ONLY COWS
GRAZED IN THE PAST, IN MALLECO, THE ADVENTURE THAT BEGAN WITH FELIPE DE SOLMINIHAC
IN THE MID-1990S IS NOW AN ENTIRE VALLEY MADE UP OF A GROWING GROUP OF PRODUCERS
OF ALL SIZES. FROM THE GIANT SAN PEDRO TO THE PERSONAL PROJECT OF ERRÁZURIZ WINEMAKER FRANCISCO BAETTIG, ONE OF THE BEST DEBUTS IN THIS YEAR’S DESCORCHADOS.
Very connected with the south, but also with the coasts, Chilean pinot noir is here to stay. What were
once just heavy reds that lacked varietal character, are now delicious expressions of the variety. In this
report, we take a look at the reasons for this success, the enological changes, but most of all, the deep
transformation that have taken place in the vineyards, a key point to understanding why Chilean pinot is a
category that you should be paying attention to.
You also need to pay attention to rosé. In Chile today they are making rosés that are serious, made from
the vineyard, thinking of a wine that goes beyond one to open in the summer along with salad or to open
by the pool. This work is just beginning, but there are already various examples that surprise and impress.
And, of course, there’s Vigno, the Association of Carignan Producers that, after 10 years since its creation,
today shows a radically different take on the wines that can be made with this variety, the star of the old
vineyards in the Maule Valley.
All of this, plus the winners in Descorchados’ primary categories, is what you can find in this new report.
Lots of good reds, whites, rosés, and sparkling wines that show that drinking wines in Chile today (or writing about them) is more entertaining than ever.
Cheers!
Patricio Tapia
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Mapuche Community in Buchahueico

A Place in the South.
LONKO (CHIEF) GUILLERMO CURÍN is seated at the table. He has just
finished a ceremony to ask for a new harvest of Tayu, the pinot noir
from Viña San Pedro whose grapes are grown by the Mapuche community of Buchahueico in the Malleco Valley. Kneeling on the clay soil,
the participants thanked the Earth for the fruits of the harvest and also
asked for protection for harvests to come, for Mother Earth to bless the
next crop of red grapes that will appear on the vines.
Seated there, Curín, a short, stocky man with thick hands and
strong arms that bear witness to the pressure of the blood in his veins,
wants to recall the past, the stories that his grandparents and the
parents of his grandparents have told him. About the way they were
deceived and how their land was taken away from them. About the
“winkas,” the thieves, as they still refer to the Chileans who appropriated their land and stole their place in the world from them. “The organized a great fiesta, and they got us drunk while they put fences on our
lands,” he says, looking down at the palms of his hands, remembering a
hazy date some hundred years ago, when everything changed for them.
This story has been repeated hundreds of times in Mapuche communities in southern Chile, so it is understandable that any intent to
bring the two worlds closer together today, after half a millennium of
conflicts, is not as easy as Viviana Navarrete, the winemaker in charge
of Tayu, would have liked. “They learn fast. They are very connected to

the earth. That wasn’t the hard part. The hard part was establishing ties
of trust between us,” she says.
The Mapuches, Navarrete adds, have a special connection with agriculture. And although they had never worked with vineyards before,
they understood the work from the beginning and didn’t need much
to be explained. One thing they didn’t understand, however, was the
concept of crop thinning, the technique of dropping some bunches to
the ground so that those that remained on the vine would produce more
concentrated flavors.
We talked about this with Lonko Curín, and once again he looked
at his palms, the skin dry and hard from working the fields. The community had discussed it, and after several meetings, they finally accepted this practice that has been common in modern viticulture since
the 1970s, although if we take a step back, it could clearly be seen as
throwing away fruit, or, perhaps according to Mapuche logic, wasting
what Mother Earth has given them.
Tayu is one of the best pinot noirs we tasted this year for Descorchados. The purity of its fruit speaks of the good quality of the grapes that
the Mapuches achieved in their vineyards, but it also speaks of something new. Definitely something new for this original people whose
culture never included the cultivation of vines or the transformation
of grape juice into wine. But it’s also something new for the Chilean
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wine world. Until very recently, Malleco had no close relationship with
viticulture. It was only in the mid-1990s that vineyards began to be
planted there with the aim of turning that place into a new option.
“As an agronomist, areas like Burgundy and Loire have always
caught my attention for white wines, areas that are colder than Bordeaux, where I had studied,” says Felipe de Solminihac, partner at the
Aquitania winery. “I was familiar with the Malleco area from a property
my in-laws owned, so back around that time I spoke with them about
planting there, and we planted five hectares of chardonnay.” In 2000,
he released the first white from Malleco in the Traiguén zone. It was
called Sol de Sol, and a year later, we chose it as the best white of the
year in the 2001 edition of Descorchados.
Today Aquitania has 22 hectares of vineyards in Traiguén that they
use to produce a line of wines that includes chardonnay, pinot noir, and
sauvignon blanc.
Malleco is located a bit more than 600 kilometers south of Santiago. It is partially protected from the coastal influence by the Nahuelbuta Mountains in Traiguén, which is colder due to the latitude.
And although the summer temperatures tend to be high, they only
last a few weeks, which allows the grapes to finish ripening during
cooler weather.
“The soils,” geologist Eder González tells us, “are the product of
a combination of origins, and, depending on the location, the textures

may be glacial or red clay (a product of the oxidation of iron minerals with an abundance of fragmented volcanic rock) or volcanic with
an abundance of rocks and volcanic breccia generated by the in-situ
weathering of volcanic deposits.
The combination of soils and climate lend the wines from Malleco
special flavors that are much fresher than those of other zones in Chile.
There’s no shortage of acidity, and given the abundance of rain, there is
no need for mechanized or flood irrigation in the vineyards.
That combination of factors, plus the excellent results of De Solminihac’s pioneering work, has sparked the interest of other producers in the zone. After Aquitania, William Fèvre arrived in the 2000s to
make wines for his Quino line. And after them, a little community arose
that has made Malleco one of the newest and most important regions
for Chilean wine.
One of the new members of that small but thriving community
is Francisco Baettig, who, along with his partner Carlos de Carlos, began making wines there with the 2017 vintage. The place is a vineyard
planted in 2013 on a property he and De Carlos own with Baettig’s
cousin, Gastón Schuwirth, and, in the hands of this winemaker who is
also in charge of the wines for Errázuriz, Seña, and Viñedo Chadwick,
it has resulted in one of the best debuts we can recall at Descorchados.
They have two lines, both with pinot noir and chardonnay. The first,
Vino de Viñedo Los Parientes, is a summary of that cool-climate ter-

roir with volcanic soils. And the most ambitious is Selección de Parcelas Los Primos, and that shows all of the potential of the place in a
chardonnay and a pinot (both from the 2018 vintage), that are among
the best we tasted this year.
For Baettig, there are several factors that lend character to the
wines from that place. The soils that retain the acidity very well, and
the warm but short summers. “Due to the latitude, the sun’s rays fall
more obliquely and are less aggressive, which allows for fresher flavors,” he adds.
For now, what we see is that chardonnay and pinot noir are the two
varieties that give the best results in that location, along with sauvignon
blanc. And what they all have in common is a refreshing, juicy fruit that
offers an alternative to other cold-climate zones in Chile, most of which
are strongly influenced by the cold breezes of the Pacific Ocean. “As the
vines get older, I think that we will obtain fruit with more weight and
depth, which is what we’re missing today,” says Baettig about this new
window that has opened for Chilean wine, a window that shows those
terroirs as well as the possibility of integration through wine, with a
culture as historically postponed as the that of the Mapuches.

The best wines of Malleco in Descorchados 2021
98 | SAN PEDRO Tayu 1865 Pinot Noir 2019 | Malleco
97 | BAETTIG Selección de Parcelas Los Primos Chardonnay 2018 | Traiguén
96 | AQUITANIA Sol de Sol Chardonnay 2018 | Malleco
96 | AQUITANIA Sol de Sol Sauvignon Blanc 2019 | Malleco
94 | BAETTIG Vino de Viñedo Los Parientes Chardonnay 2019 | Traiguén
94 | BAETTIG Vino de Viñedo Los Parientes Pinot Noir 2019 | Traiguén
94 | COUSIÑO MACUL Gota de Luna Sauvignon Blanc 2019 | Malleco
94 | DE MARTINO Single Vineyard Tres Volcanes Chardonnay 2019 | Malleco
94 | KÜTRALKURA Kütralkura Chardonnay 2019 | Malleco
94 | P.S. GARCÍA P.S. García Pinot Noir 2018 | Malleco
94 | WILLIAM FÈVRE Chile Little Quino Sauvignon Blanc 2020 | Malleco
93 | AQUITANIA Aquitania Chardonnay 2018 | Malleco
93 | KOFKECHE Kofkeche 2019 Chardonnay 2019 | Malleco
93 | VICAP Nahuelbuta Pinot Noir 2020 | Malleco
93 | WILLIAM FÈVRE CHILE Little Quino Pinot Noir 2020 | Malleco
93 | WILLIAM FÈVRE CHILE Quino Blanc Nature Chardonnay 2018 | Malleco

Pinot, the New Star.
IN THE LAST THREE EDITIONS of Descorchados, and perhaps with greater

clarity in the last two, Chilean pinot noir has been a revelation. Before
that, good examples of the variety were rare—almost exceptions—
among pinots that had little or nothing to do with the variety in terms
of varietal identity or that were of very low quality.
What we most often found in those dark years—years that coincided with the early editions of this guide—around 1999, there were
pinots that seemed more like syrah, treated in the vineyard and/or winery as cabernet sauvignon, or, in the best of all cases, grown in cold
climates (especially Casablanca, and then Leyda, followed by a few in
Limarí later on) and showed a bit of freshness, but then still ended up
being extremely ripe or concentrated or over-extracted.
The extreme ripeness, we think, was due to a fear of the variety’s fierce tannins and texture, so the bunches were left hanging on
the vines longer than they should have. And they finally softened, of
course, but at the too-high expense of having lost all the freshness of
the flavors.
And they were very concentrated. And vinified with over-long
macerations in search of color and concentration because, we believe,
they were looking for some kind of similarity with the other varieties
that were common in the Chilean catalog, such as the deeply hued carmenere or cabernet.
For a long time, our position was to blame the work in the winery
for the lack of varietal character. And while that may have been true,

it was also due to the poor quality of the plant material that existed in
Chile at the time. So let’s take a quick look at that.
Until well into the 1980s, the pinot that existed in Chile was the
so-called “Valdivieso clone,” which, we assume, was imported by the
Valdivieso winery, which specialized in sparkling wines until the 1990s.
The problem with that clone, whose origins we were not able to trace,
was that it ripened unevenly. And when it did ripen relatively well, the
volumes were too high to think about quality.
The Concha y Toro clone entered the scene in the first half of the
1980s. It was a massal selection of material collected in California and
especially in Oregon and was popularized in Chile by Cono Sur (part
of the Concha y Toro group) when they began to position themselves
quite successfully as experts in South America. That import represented substantive progress in the quality of Chilean pinots in the mid1990s—although there was still a long way to go.
According to Jorge Villagrán, general manager of Guillaume Chile, a
nursery that has been fundamental in improving plant material in Chile,
the problem with the Concha y Toro clone was that it was too productive, although wineries such as Cono Sur managed to obtain quality,
proof of which is Ocio, their most ambitious pinot, which they have been
making since 2003.
We had many conversations and tastings with producers in those
years who were trying to improve the Chilean pinot, and they all complained about the quality of the material. Let’s take just a moment

here to talk about the importance that pinot began to have in Chile
towards the middle of the last decade.
Around that time, Chile’s most progressive producers were shifting their focus away from a limitless admiration for Bordeaux wines.
The shadow of Burgundy had gradually begun creeping in, with its
emphasis on the vineyard, on the particular world of pinot, and on
the challenges entailed in making a good example of its wines. Winemakers no longer saw the Médoc or Napa Valley as their key destinations, and started travelling to the Côte d’Or. Little by little, Chilean
winemakers were gradually emptying their cellars of cabernet and
replenishing them with pinot. And there was a specific moment that,
for us, was radical.
It was a tasting at the Casas del Bosque winery led by winemaker Rodrigo Soto, and the theme was pinot noir, with examples from
different parts of the world. Beyond what we tasted at that event, the
reflection that we were all left with was that to make a good pinot, it
was necessary to stop thinking of enology as the work of perfumers
and concentrate on the structure, on the way that pinot should show
itself on the palate. It was not the work of perfumers—it was time to
set aside the obsession with aromas and start thinking of pinot as a
challenge for architects instead.
The analogy is not ours, of course. The credit goes to winemaker
Pablo Morandé, who was there at that tasting and who was already
working on his own pinots at the time, especially on his sparkling
wines, which were robust and severe, as austere and monolithic as a

Romanesque church. Decanting those sparkling wines, paring them
down to bare bones, leaving them without bubbles, was a revelation
for us of what a real pinot should be. “Work the palate and not just the
nose” became the new catch phrase.
Precisely in those years, Villagrán says, the earliest pinots from
French clones were starting to give their first results. This third clonal
wave to arrive in Chile would be the necessary step for the revolution.
That material—less productive, but of much higher quality—was planted in new vineyards in Leyda, Casablanca, Limarí, and Malleco. And
those vines were responsible for the first examples of pinot with red
fruit and piercing tannins. The best examples, however, didn’t appear
in the highest price ranges, but rather in the most basic lines, where,
with very few elements and without so much expectation or ambition
to be the best Burgundy in the world, those simple and direct pinots
showed the variety’s clean, clear, and fresh red fruit. It was a first big
step for wineries such as Viña Leyda, Morandé, Veramonte, and even
Cono Sur—those juicy reds would define another of the great lessons
learned in those years. Another case of needing to learn to walk before
trying to run.
It all came to a head when we had the eccentric idea of naming
the 2018 Talinay Pai the best red in Chile in the 2020 Descorchados. For those who have followed us for more than two decades in
our tastings of South American, and especially Chilean, wines, you
will know that cabernet sauvignon is the variety most often repeated as the best of the year. That year, however, we went crazy over
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the depth, complexity, and especially the structure of that wine from
the chalky calcareous soils of the Talinay Vineyard, growing very
close to the sea on the gentle hillsides of the Coastal Range in the
Limarí River Valley.
That was a turning point for us in the short but very intense history
of Chilean pinot noir. For the first time there was a producer who successfully crystallized the idea of a firm pinot with a monolithic structure
from a very special calcareous soil like few others in Chile. And behind
it there was a team that had understood that bit about being an architect to tackle the pinot without caring whether the tannins were a bit
harsher than usual and that were even better than its sharp acidity.
Having begun to resolve the issue of pinot in the winery, we
wondered about the material that Pai was made with. Héctor Rojas,
who is in charge of the Tabalí vineyards, gave us the answer—massal
selections from Vosne-Romanée and Gevrey-Chambertin from Burgundy, bought from the Guillaume nursery in Chile and planted on
Talinay’s chalky soils in Limarí in 2012.
So, to bring this story to a close, along with those of other great
Chilean pinots in this year’s Descorchados (see the list below), we have
to go back to those first French clones in the 1990s and to those massal selections that arrived in Chile in the first half of the 2000s. Once
again, Jorge Villagrán has the word. “The Burgundy DOC asked Guillaume in France to work on improving the plant matter for the region’s
pinot. And to do that, they asked a number of producers for massal selections that Guillaume then began to reproduce. They chose the best
of those selections from appellations such as Vosne-Romanée and
Gevry-Chambertin. And that’s what we imported into Chile.”

Propagation in Chile began with the Gevrey selection (commercially known in Chile as GA02 since 2001) and the Vosne (GA04 since
2004), and we are seeing the results now, a decade later. This evolution of genetic material, however, would not have yielded these results
had it not been for the fact that winemakers also began to understand
pinot in a different way. It had a lot to do with their travels, tastings, and
references, and the result is a variety that has gone from being something of the ugly duckling of Chilean viticulture to a future promise.

The best chilean pinot noirs in Descorchados 2021
98 | ERRÁZURIZ Las Pizarras Pinot Noir 2019 | Aconcagua Costa
98 | SAN PEDRO Tayu 1865 Pinot Noir 2019 | Malleco
97 | BAETTIG Selección de Parcelas Los Primos Pinot Noir 2018 | Traiguén
97 | TABALÍ Talinay Pai Pinot Noir 2019 | Limarí
96 | CONCHA Y TORO Amelia Pinot Noir 2019 | Limarí
96 | KINGSTON CJ’s Barrel Pinot Noir 2019 | Casablanca
96 | TABALÍ Talinay Pinot Noir 2018 | Limarí
96 | VENTISQUERO Tara Red Wine 1 Pinot Noir 2019 | Atacama
96 | VENTISQUERO Herú Pinot Noir 2019 | Casablanca
95 | CASA SILVA Casa Silva Lago Ranco Pinot Noir 2019 | Osorno
95 | CONCHA Y TORO Marques de Casa Concha Pinot Noir 2019 | Limarí
95 | COTEAUX DE TRUMAO Coteaux de Trumao Pinot Noir 2019 | Valle del Bueno
95 | ERRÁZURIZ Aconcagua Costa Pinot Noir 2019 | Aconcagua Costa
95 | KINGSTON 8D Pinot Noir 2018 | Casablanca
95 | P.S. GARCÍA P.S. García Pinot Noir 2018 | Limarí
95 | UNDURRAGA Trama Pinot Noir 2018 | Leyda

JUAN JAEGER

The Lessons of Vigno.
MAKING WINE REQUIRES stylistic decisions—or call them esthetic, if

you prefer. And while that may sound pretentious, it is the utter reality.
When I decide to put my red in a barrel or select a parcel from a cool
location or choose this or that grape—all those decisions are esthetic.
They all have a strong influence on the result, on how my wine will
seem in the bottle, and on the taste it will have.
Of all of the stylistic decisions to be made, the one that may
well have undergone the most changes in recent years is the harvest. It’s so important, it should almost be written in all caps. If I
harvest in February, I obtain tart red fruits and freshness, although
I lose body and weight in the process. If I harvest in May, I get more
alcohol and maybe more body, but I lose tension and refreshing
flavors. And then, of course, there’s everything in between those
two dates.
In recent years—let’s say the past five, especially in the New
World—we have witnessed a fever for harvesting early in search of
greater crispness, of redder fruits, less alcohol, and better acidity. And,
as we have said, that is an esthetic decision. Beyond that though, it also
means that the sense of place often begins to appear more clearly. But
why, exactly?

One of the primary criticisms that we at Descorchados have had
for those producers who like later harvests is not their preference for
those big, broad, and alcoholic wines—after all, everyone should drink
what they like. The problem is when it comes to trying to connect that
stylistic decision with a sense of place.
Just as the opposite is also true (those who harvest too early and
make wines that smell and taste green), the first thing that gets lost
with a late harvest is the origin. Everything smells and tastes of overripe fruit. And once the sense of place is lost, so is the varietal character—it no longer matters if it’s syrah or cabernet sauvignon. And moving from there to standardization is just one little step away.
In the case of carignan, before Vigno (Vintners of Carignan) was
established as a group, there was a certain notion of what the wine
should be like: very concentrated and furiously tannic with black fruit
and spices, a red that needed long periods in oak to be “tamed.” And it
was harvested very late. It’s what they did in those days, back in 2010,
when Vigno was created as well as in the early years of that group.
We tasted new vintages of Vigno for Descorchados every year, and
sure, although some of the early ones were very good, they showed
a generic Maule, the dry-farmed, old-vine secano Maule, a place

that, by betting on the uniformity of its wines, didn’t present much
diversity of climates or soils, despite the influence of the sea; despite
the topography.
But then something happened as of the 2016 vintage. Just as
with other varieties and in other parts of Chile and the world, the
idea of one, seeking out fresher and juicier wines, and two, aiming for
wines that would speak more clearly of their origins, slowly started
becoming more evident in Vigno and its members.
2016 was a very cool year in general in Chile, and, perhaps for
that reason, it yielded wines with less alcohol and more acidity. And
added to that (which in itself was no minor detail), the producers
started taking a new approach to vinification, which we could summarize as involving less aggressive macerations, less (or more rational) use of new oak, and larger containers, such as foudres. All of this
resulted in wines that were not as sweet and not as heavy, something
that occurred again in the very warm 2017 vintage, and that by the
2018, had become a matter of fact. For the first time, carignan was
not just a grape that delivered delicious wines, but—and much, much
more importantly—it was a grape capable of showing more than a
territory as vast and diverse as the non-irrigated (dry-farmed) and
traditional Maule secano.

Furthermore, the Vigno group decided to present its wines to Descorchados in three groups for the first time, in accordance with the
zone of Maule that produced the grapes. That made it possible to
appreciate how different the character of the grapes from Caliboro,
in the interior of the valley and far from the sea, is from grapes from
Truquilemu, a zone on the western side of the valley and much closer
to the Pacific, where they more easily receive the breezes because the
Coastal Range is lower there.
“Truquilemu is 38 kilometers from the coast, but the mountains
only have an altitude of 400 meters, and that’s low in comparison
with Cauquenes, which has a similar distance from the sea, but with
higher mountains that protect it from cool breezes,” says Edgard Carter, from the Carter Mollenhauer winery, which belongs to Vigno and
produces some of Chile’s freshest and most delicate carignans.
According to Derek Mossman, who also produces cariñena (the
Spanish name for carignan) in the zone, the soils are also very different and closer to those usually seen in other viticultural zones along the
Coastal Range, such as Leyda or Guarilihue. “Truqui’s soils are granitic,
and, there’s weathered granite below that with cracks that allow the roots
to dig deep for water. I think both factors make the wine tense, linear, and
give extraordinary fresh fruit at the same time,” Mossman affirms.

In contrast, the style of wines that a winery such as Odfjell obtains south of Cauquenes is completely different. This is a warmer
zone with a different type of soil. “The soil here is red—as if we were
at Roland Garros. And it’s very windy. These are very extreme conditions, but the old cariñena vines handle it very well,” says Odfjell’s
winemaker, Arnaud Hereu, about their 2018 Vigno, a red that’s
broad, voluptuous, and ripe, as is usual of the wines from clay soils in
warm climates.
These differences were not as perceptible in the past, but now,
thanks to earlier harvests and friendlier, less extractive macerations
during vinification, the details that make one zone different from another are much clearer. And that’s good news. There’s no longer just
one Vigno, but several.

The best Vigno in Descorchados 2021
96 | CARTER MOLLENHAUER Vigno Carignan 2018 | Maule
95 | LAPOSTOLLE Vigno Cariñena 2018 | Maule
94 | BOUCHON Vigno Carignan 2018 | Maule Secano Interior
94 | EMILIANA Vigno Cariñena 2018 | Maule
94 | GARAGE WINE CO. Vigno Cariñena 2018 | Maule
94 | MORANDÉ Vigno Carignan 2018 | Maule
94 | P.S. GARCÍA Vigno Carignan 2016 | Maule
94 | UNDURRAGA Vigno Carignan 2018 | Maule
94 | VALDIVIESO Vigno Carignan 2018 | Maule
93 | MIGUEL TORRES Vigno Carignan 2017 | Maule
92 | CASAS PATRONALES Vigno Carignan 2018 | Maule
92 | GILLMORE Vigno Cariñena 2018 | Maule
91 | ODFJELL Vigno Cariñena 2018 | Cauquenes

Serious Rosés.
JULIO BOUCHON, PARTNER IN THE LONGAVÍ WINERY, is ahead of the
game. And next year they are planning to release a rosé that’s currently in barrels and that they will bottle after four years of aging. That’s
right—a kind of tribute to the classic Tondonia from López de Heredia
in Rioja—although it’s also a nod toward how seriously some producers
are taking rosé in Chile. Let’s take a look.
Until less than 10 years ago, rosé was considered a joke in Chile,
and with few exceptions (Miguel Torres and his Catalan traditions
among them), most of the domestic rosés were a byproduct of other
wines, in other words, leftovers. Rosés made with raw ingredients of
dubious quality and with lots of residual sugar to cover it up. A disaster.
However, as the rosé trend began to emerge in the world, Chilean
producers—with their sharp business sense—saw an opportunity and
began to focus on making better wines. It coincided with the idea that
rosés should have a Provençal-style very pale pink color, so everyone
moved in that direction. But color isn’t everything, and what happened
with rosé is the same thing that happened with sauvignon a decade
earlier—all perfume, all color, but no substance.
In the last two editions of Descorchados, we have seen how this has
been changing and how producers see rosé as a means of expressing
an idea or a place instead of just showing a commercial tactic for selling
many liters. And that is why there are many light pink rosés out there,
although there are several that have very good palates and good flavor
concentration that we feel speak of rosés designed in the vineyard and
that are treated as first-class wines in the winery.
Another new trend we have seen in the last two versions, although
most strongly in this one, is the irruption of claret-style rosés, a nod to

the historic Spanish style of light wines, reds that are almost rosés that
people in rural areas drink to quench thirst. Wineries such as Garage
Wine Co., Erasmo, and Herrera Alvarado have ventured into this new
color that, while far from the Provençal style, is slowly beginning to
insert itself—also as a trend, of course—in the world of wine.

The best Rosé in Descorchados 2021
94 | LONGAVÍ Glup Rosado Garnacha, Monastrell, País 2019 | Maule
93 | CALYPTRA Vivendo Reserva Rosé 2019 | Cachapoal Andes
93 | GARAGE WINE CO. Old Vine Pale Lot 93 Cariñena, Mataró 2019 | Empedrado
93 | RIVERAS DEL CHILLÁN Extinto 2020 | Itata
93 | ROBERTO HENRÍQUEZ Rosado Super Estrella Moscatel Rosado 2020 | Itata
93 | VALDIVIESO Éclat Curiosity Grenache, Syrah 2020 | Sagrada Familia
93 | VIK La Piu Belle Rosé C. Sauvignon, C. Franc, Syrah 2020 | Cachapoal
93 | VIÑEDOS HERRERA ALVARADO Rojo Loco Rosado 2019 | Marga Marga
92 | CASA SILVA Casa Silva Cool Coast Rosé Syrah 2020 | Colchagua
92 | ERASMO Erasmo Rosé Mourvèdre 2019 | Maule Secano Interior
92 | GARCÉS SILVA Boya Rosé Pinot Noir 2020 | Leyda
92 | LA CAUSA La Causa Cinsault Rosé Cinsault 2020 | Itata
92 | LAS NIÑAS Amante Rosé Mourvèdre 2019 | Apalta
92 | LOS BOLDOS Specialty Series Rosé Touriga Nacional 2020 | Cachapoal Andes
92 | MONTES Cherub Rosé Syrah, Grenache 2020 | Colchagua
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BEST RED.
CARMEN

Gold Cabernet Sauvignon 2018
MAIPO

G

old Reserve, Carmen’s most ambitious wine, has been
produced since the 1993 vintage, and it has always been
based on cabernet sauvignon from the Carneros Vineyard planted
in 1957. The production in that vineyard, however, has been
significantly reduced in recent years due to diseases that attack
its roots, so new plantations have entered the mix, although
always from the same area, planted on the Alto Maipo’s alluvial
soils in the northern part of the Carmen property in Alto Jahuel.
This new version is 91% cabernet sauvignon, and the rest is
cabernet franc—a big change in terms of style. With this vintage,
what was once a concentrated and tannic red has become a much
more delicate, fruitier, and even floral cabernet. Winemaker
Emily Faulconer acknowledges that two of the main reasons
for this change are the earlier harvests in search of redder fruits
and the much softer extractions to prevent the tannins from
taking center stage. It’s an important shift in style and, for us,
it’s showing the best face of this modern Chilean classic we have
ever tasted in its almost three decades of history. n

Best reds of the year
98 | ALMAVIVA Almaviva 2018 | Puente Alto
98 | CONCHA Y TORO Carmín de Peumo Carmenere 2018 | Peumo
98 | DON MELCHOR Don Melchor Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Maipo
98 | ERRÁZURIZ Las Pizarras Pinot Noir 2019 | Aconcagua Costa
98 | SAN PEDRO Tayu 1865 Pinot Noir 2019 | Malleco
98 | SANTA RITA Floresta Carmenere 2019 | Apalta
98 | SANTA RITA Casa Real Reserva Especial Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Maipo
97 | ANDES PLATEAU Andes Plateau 700 2018 | Maipo
97 | ANTIYAL Antiyal 2018 | Maipo
97 | ANTIYAL Antiyal Viñedo El Escorial Carmenere 2018 | Maipo
97 | BAETTIG Selección de Parcelas Los Primos Pinot Noir 2018 | Traiguén
97 | CLOS QUEBRADA DE MACUL Domus Aurea Cabernet Sauvignon 2017
		 Maipo Alto
97 | CONCHA Y TORO Terrunyo Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Pirque
97 | DOMAINE DE LA PIEDRA SAGRADA Cuvée Cabernet Sauvignon 2018
		 Maipo Andes
97 | EL PRINCIPAL El Principal Andetelmo 2017 | Maipo Andes
97 | ERRÁZURIZ Don Maximiano Founder’s Reserve 2018 | Aconcagua
97 | KOYLE Auma 2016 | Colchagua Andes
97 | LABERINTO Trumao de Laberinto 2018 | Maule
97 | MORANDÉ House of Morandé 2018 | Maipo
97 | SAN PEDRO Cabo de Hornos Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Cachapoal Andes
97 | SANTA CAROLINA Luis Pereira Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Chile
97 | SANTA EMA Rivalta 2017 | Maipo
97 | SEÑA SEÑA 2018 | Aconcagua
97 | TABALÍ Talinay PAI Pinot Noir 2019 | Limarí
97 | VENTISQUERO Enclave Cabernet Sauvignon 2017 | Maipo Andes
97 | VIÑEDOS DE ALCOHUAZ Cuesta Chica garnacha 2019 | Elqui
97 | VIU MANENT Viu 1 Malbec 2018 | Colchagua
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BEST RED.
VIÑEDO CHADWICK

Viñedo Chadwick Cabernet Sauvignon 2018
P U E N T E A LT O

T

he first edition of this Viñedo Chadwick was the 1999,
and it has been based on cabernet sauvignon with some
petit verdot ever since. It comes from the alluvial soils in the
Tocornal Vineyard, the same source of great Chilean wines such
as Almaviva and Don Melchor. This wine has been changing
since the 2014 vintage, shifting toward greater freshness,
with less oak and less alcohol. The 2016 vintage was a kind of
“coming out of the closet,” a cold year that proved the perfect
excuse to show this new face. This 2018 follows the same path—
the delicacy of a wine focused on red fruits and the slight herbal
touch of the Alto Maipo. But it doesn’t stop there. Leave the
wine in the glass for a few minutes, and you’ll see how the area’s
classic earthy notes emerge strongly, adding complexity. The
palate is tense and illuminated by vibrant acidity, while the red
fruit flavors take over everything. A wine that will last a decade
in the bottle, perhaps longer. n

Best reds of the year
98 | ALMAVIVA Almaviva 2018 | Puente Alto
98 | CONCHA Y TORO Carmín de Peumo Carmenere 2018 | Peumo
98 | DON MELCHOR Don Melchor Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Maipo
98 | ERRÁZURIZ Las Pizarras Pinot Noir 2019 | Aconcagua Costa
98 | SAN PEDRO Tayu 1865 Pinot Noir 2019 | Malleco
98 | SANTA RITA Floresta Carmenere 2019 | Apalta
98 | SANTA RITA Casa Real Reserva Especial Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Maipo
97 | ANDES PLATEAU Andes Plateau 700 2018 | Maipo
97 | ANTIYAL Antiyal 2018 | Maipo
97 | ANTIYAL Antiyal Viñedo El Escorial Carmenere 2018 | Maipo
97 | BAETTIG Selección de Parcelas Los Primos Pinot Noir 2018 | Traiguén
97 | CLOS QUEBRADA DE MACUL Domus Aurea Cabernet Sauvignon 2017
		 Maipo Alto
97 | CONCHA Y TORO Terrunyo Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Pirque
97 | DOMAINE DE LA PIEDRA SAGRADA Cuvée Cabernet Sauvignon 2018
		 Maipo Andes
97 | EL PRINCIPAL El Principal Andetelmo 2017 | Maipo Andes
97 | ERRÁZURIZ Don Maximiano Founder’s Reserve 2018 | Aconcagua
97 | KOYLE Auma 2016 | Colchagua Andes
97 | LABERINTO Trumao de Laberinto 2018 | Maule
97 | MORANDÉ House of Morandé 2018 | Maipo
97 | SAN PEDRO Cabo de Hornos Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Cachapoal Andes
97 | SANTA CAROLINA Luis Pereira Cabernet Sauvignon 2018 | Chile
97 | SANTA EMA Rivalta 2017 | Maipo
97 | SEÑA SEÑA 2018 | Aconcagua
97 | TABALÍ Talinay PAI Pinot Noir 2019 | Limarí
97 | VENTISQUERO Enclave Cabernet Sauvignon 2017 | Maipo Andes
97 | VIÑEDOS DE ALCOHUAZ Cuesta Chica Garnacha 2019 | Elqui
97 | VIU MANENT Viu 1 Malbec 2018 | Colchagua

98
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BEST WHITE.
ERRÁZURIZ

Las Pizarras Chardonnay 2019
A C O N C A G U A C O S TA

S

ince its first vintage in 2014, this chardonnay has
been setting the standard for the new chardonnays
from the Chilean coast. From three blocks rich in slate
soils in the Aconcagua Costa zone, about 12 kilometers
from the sea, 100% of this wine was aged in barrels,
although with just 20% new oak and 25% malolactic
fermentation to preserve the acidity in a warm year.
The result is a wine with citrusy acidity along with
those salty touches characteristic of a coastal wine.
The texture on the palate is exuberant in its silkiness,
the fruity flavors are mixed with the salt, and the finish
is long. Keep this bottle under lock and key for the next
five years. n
Best whites of the year

97 | BAETTIG Selección de Parcelas Los Primos Chardonnay 2018
		
Traiguén
97 | CONCHA Y TORO Terrunyo Sauvignon Blanc 2020 | Casablanca
96 | AQUITANIA Sol de Sol Chardonnay 2018 | Malleco
96 | AQUITANIA Sol de Sol Sauvignon Blanc 2019 | Malleco
96 | CONCHA Y TORO Amelia Chardonnay 2019 | Limarí
96 | KINGSTON CJ’s Barrel Sauvignon Blanc 2019 | Casablanca
96 | LABERINTO Trumao de Laberinto Sauvignon Blanc 2019 | Maule
96 | MATETIC VINEYARDS EQ Limited Edition Sauvignon Blanc 2020
		
San Antonio
96 | MONTES Outer Limits Sauvignon Blanc 2020 | Aconcagua Costa
96 | ROBERTO HENRÍQUEZ Molino del Ciego Semillón 2020 | Itata
96 | TABALÍ Talinay Sauvignon Blanc 2020 | Limarí
96 | VENTISQUERO Tara White Wine 1 Chardonnay 2019 | Atacama
96 | VENTISQUERO Tara White Wine 2 Edición 4 Solera Viognier N/V
		
Atacama
96 | VENTOLERA Private Cuvée Sauvignon Blanc 2018 | Leyda
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BEST WHITE.
TABALÍ

Talinay Chardonnay 2020
LIMARÍ

1

00% from the calcareous soils in the Talinay
Vineyard on the coastal hills of Limarí, about 12
kilometers from the Pacific. Although this wine is
recognized as a chardonnay, the truth is that beyond the
varietal characteristics, what’s most evident here is the
influence of the place in its salty notes, in the sharpness
of its texture, in the vertical way it moves across the
palate, as if occupying only the center of the mouth. It
was aged for about 10 months in used barrels, where it
was in permanent contact with its lees for six months,
and that has resulted in the texture, which is smooth
and round despite its sharp acidity. This is consistently
one of the best chardonnays in South America. n
Best whites of the year

97 | BAETTIG Selección de Parcelas Los Primos Chardonnay 2018
		
Traiguén
97 | CONCHA Y TORO Terrunyo Sauvignon Blanc 2020 | Casablanca
96 | AQUITANIA Sol de Sol Chardonnay 2018 | Malleco
96 | AQUITANIA Sol de Sol Sauvignon Blanc 2019 | Malleco
96 | CONCHA Y TORO Amelia Chardonnay 2019 | Limarí
96 | KINGSTON CJ’s Barrel Sauvignon Blanc 2019 | Casablanca
96 | LABERINTO Trumao de Laberinto Sauvignon Blanc 2019 | Maule
96 | MATETIC VINEYARDS EQ Limited Edition Sauvignon Blanc 2020
		
San Antonio
96 | MONTES Outer Limits Sauvignon Blanc 2020 | Aconcagua Costa
96 | ROBERTO HENRÍQUEZ Molino del Ciego Semillón 2020 | Itata
96 | TABALÍ Talinay Sauvignon Blanc 2020 | Limarí
96 | VENTISQUERO Tara White Wine 1 Chardonnay 2019 | Atacama
96 | VENTISQUERO Tara White Wine 2 Edición 4 Solera Viognier N/V
		
Atacama
96 | VENTOLERA Private Cuvée Sauvignon Blanc 2018 | Leyda

94

BEST ROSÉ.
LONGAVÍ

Glup Rosado Garnacha, Monastrell, País 2019
MAULE

L

ongaví wants to take rosés seriously, which is why
they place special emphasis on wines made from
the vineyard rather than in the winery. While we wait
for a rosé that has already spent four years in barrels,
we have this new Glup, a rosé based on garnacha (60%)
and monastrell (30%) grafted onto país vines, plus the
same país grape from a hundred-year-old vineyard.
This rosé is concentrated on the palate, rather than on
the exuberant aromas on the nose typical of the style.
There’s tannic structure here and deliciously fruity
flavors and herbal tones amid intense and juicy acidity.
A serious rosé to drink with shellfish au gratin. n
Best rosés of the year
93 | CALYPTRA Vivendo Reserva Rosé 2019 | Cachapoal Andes
93 | GARAGE WINE CO. Old Vine Pale Lot 93 Cariñena, Mataro 2019
		
Empedrado

93 | MUJER ANDINA Wines Levita Rosé Extra Brut Syrah 2017 | Maipo
93 | OC WINES Inicio Blanc de Noir Pinot Noir N/V | Casablanca
93 | RIVERAS DEL CHILLÁN Extinto 2020 | Itata
93 | ROBERTO HENRÍQUEZ Rosado Super Estrella Moscatel Rosado 2020
		
Itata

93 | VALDIVIESO Éclat Curiosity Grenache, Syrah 2020 | Sagrada Familia
93 | VIK La Piu Belle Rosé C. Sauvignon, C. Franc, Syrah 2020
		
Cachapoal

93 | VIÑEDOS HERRERA ALVARADO Rojo Loco Rosado 2019 | Marga Marga
92 | CASA SILVA Casa Silva Cool Coast Rosé Syrah 2020 | Colchagua
92 | ERASMO Erasmo Rosé Mourvèdre 2019 | Maule Secano Interior
92 | GARCÉS SILVA Boya Rosé Pinot Noir 2020 | Leyda
92 | LA CAUSA La Causa Cinsault Rosé Cinsault 2020 | Itata
92 | LAS NIÑAS Amante Rosé Mourvèdre 2019 | Apalta
92 | LOS BOLDOS Specialty Series Rosé Touriga Nacional 2020
		
Cachapoal Andes
92 | MONTES Cherub Rosé Syrah, Grenache 2020 | Colchagua
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BEST SPARKLING WINE.
MORANDÉ

Brut Nature Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V
CASABLANCA

W

ith an average of three years of contact with the lees (and
some wines from 2012, the year of the original blend
made by winemaker Pablo Morandé), this Brut Nature was
made with the traditional method of the second fermentation in
the bottle. It’s 60% chardonnay and 40% pinot noir, all from the
Belén Vineyard in Casablanca. We have consistently chosen it
as one of the best sparkling wines in South America, and this
new version remains in place. The vinous style, the smooth
and creamy bubbles, the slightly oxidative aromas, and an
imposing body that speaks of the excellent base wine behind
those bubbles. We at Descorchados like to decant this wine to
take the bubbles out of the equation and see what’s behind them.
And what there is this year is a white with impressive depth and
complexity. Try it for yourself. n

Best sparkling wines of the year
94 | AQUITANIA Sol de Sol Brut Nature Chardonnay, P. Noir 2018 | Malleco
94 | CASA SILVA Fervor del Lago Ranco Extra Brut 2015 | Osorno
94 | MATETIC VINEYARDS Matetic Coastal Brut Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V
		
San Antonio

94 | OC WINES Inicio Rosé Pinot Noir N/V | Casablanca
94 | TABALÍ Tatie Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V | Limarí
93 | LEYDA Leyda Extra Brut Chardonnay 2018 | Leyda
93 | MIGUEL TORRES Cordillera de los Andes Brut Pinot Noir 2018 | Curicó
93 | MUJER ANDINA WINES Levita Rosé Extra Brut Syrah 2017 | Maipo
93 | OC WINES Inicio Blanc de Noir Pinot Noir N/V | Casablanca
93 | TRAPI DEL BUENO Brut Nature 2018 | Osorno
93 | UNDURRAGA Titillum Original Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V | Leyda
93 | UNDURRAGA Titillum Blanc de Blancs Chardonnay N/V | Leyda
93 | VALDIVIESO Caballo Loco Blanc de Noir Pinot Noir N/V | Biobío
93 | VALDIVIESO Blanc de Blancs Chardonnay N/V | Biobío
93 | VIÑAMAR Método Tradicional Extra Brut 2018 | Casablanca
93 | WILLIAM FÈVRE CHILE Quino Blanc Nature Chardonnay 2018 | Malleco
92 | CASAS DEL BOSQUE BO Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V | Casablanca
92 | CASAS DEL TOQUI Court Rollan Extra Brut Blanc de Blancs 2018
		Cachapoal
92 | MIGUEL TORRES Las Mulas Sparkling País 2018 | Curicó
92 | MORANDÉ Brut K.O. País, Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V | Secano Interior
92 | OC WINES Inicio Extra Brut Chardonnay N/V | Casablanca
92 | SIEGEL FAMILY WINES Siegel Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V | Itata
92 | UNDURRAGA Supreme Extra Brut Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V | Leyda
92 | VALDIVIESO Caballo Loco Brut Nature Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V | Biobío
91 | CASA SILVA Fervor Brut Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V | Colchagua
91 | EMILIANA Emiliana Organic Sparkling Wine Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V
		
Casablanca
91 | LA DESPENSA Boutique Cold Shower Wines Mission: Impaissible
		 The Fizz 2019 | Colchagua
91 | LOS BOLDOS Château Los Boldos Brut Nature Chardonnay 2018
		 Cachapoal Andes
91 | SANTA CRUZ Kultrun Carménère N/V | Colchagua Costa
91 | VALDIVIESO Extra Brut Chardonnay, Pinot Noir N/V | Biobío

WINEMAKER OF THE YEAR.
FRANCISCO BAETTIG

W

ERRÁZURIZ

hen Francisco Baettig arrived to take charge of the wines at Errázuriz
in 2003, the Chilean wine scene was very different than it is today. That
tremendously warm vintage—a difficult debut—coincided with wines that
sought out super extraction and extreme ripeness, reds that were not the least
bit embarrassed by aging in 200% new barrels. It was the trend. But, like other
winemakers of his generation, travel did Baettig a world of good and opened his
mind. And, with all that travel, and all the wines that it contributed to his personal registry, a revolution gradually began within Errázuriz that completely
transformed the portfolio of this traditional Chilean winery. Today the fruit and
the expression of place take the lead in wines such as the Las Pizarras Pinot
Noir and Chardonnay or the excellent Viñedo Chadwick, whose 2018 vintage
is this edition’s red wine of the year. And the latest news from this winemaker
comes from the south, from his own vineyard and his own brand. Malleco now
produces tremendous wines, and Bodega Baettig is a vital member of that small
but energetic community of producers. n

WINEMAKER REVELATION
OF THE YEAR.
AMAEL ORREGO

L

KINGSTON

as Dichas is one of the Casablanca Valley’s closest zones to the sea, a landscape of rolling hills in the Coastal Range, where the strong influence of the
cold Pacific Ocean is the main ingredient in its terroir. One of the main actors
there is Kingston, which has a well-deserved reputation as a producer of grapes
for third-parties but that also has its own winery. Amael Orrego has been in
charge of making the house’s wines since 2015 and in five years has managed to
extract all of the freshness that that influence brings with it. Orrego’s work with
pinot noir is especially important, and the variety is now the star in the Kingston
portfolio, with four versions—all excellent—from the basic Tobiano, something
of a summary of Kingston’s vineyards in Las Dichas, to 8D, the winery’s new
single vineyard wine, which takes advantage of the much-maligned “Valdivieso
clone” (one of the first pinot noir materials to arrive in Chile), which, in Orrego’s
hands, offers a wine full of nuances and textures. A very young winemaker with
a long road ahead, but who is already making delicious wines in a privileged
place along the Chilean coast. n

WINERY REVELATION
OF THE YEAR.

T

BAETTIG

here’s a lot going on in the south, especially in the Malleco Valley at the
foot of the Nahuelbuta Mountains, about 600 kilometers south of Santiago. Aquitania was the pioneer there when it started planting vineyards around
1993, and it took nearly 20 years for a new generation of producers to become
interested in the area. Among them were Francisco Baettig and partner Carlos
de Carlos, who began making wines there with the 2018 vintage. The vineyard
was planted in 2013 at a property jointly owned by De Carlos, Baettig, and Baettig’s cousin, Gastón Schuwirth, and in the hands of this winemaker (who is also
in charge of Errázuriz, Seña, and Viñedo Chadwick wines) it has returned some
of the best debuts that we at Descorchados can recall. They have two lines, both
with pinot and chardonnay. The first, Vino de Viñedo Los Parientes, is a summary of that terroir with volcanic soils and a cool climate. The most ambitious
is Selección de Parcelas Los Primos, which shows all of the potential of that
origin in a chardonnay and a pinot noir (both from the 2018 vintage) that are the
best we have tasted this year. A new project with a more than auspicious debut
and a zone that represents the future of Chilean wine. n

BEST VALUE FOR 2020.

T

ALTACIMA

he AltaCima winery has been producing wines since 2001, when the renowned winemaker Klaus Schröder and his wife, Katharina Hanke, began harvesting the grapes from their vineyard in the Sagrada Familia zone
of Lontué Valley. We at Descorchados have been following their work closely
and have always admired and had deep respect for the fruity flavors that come
from that place in Curicó. Honest, unadorned wines that have always opted
for freshness, even in the darkest times, when the style they have always cultivated was not the most appreciated—times when AltaCima wines stood in
dramatic contrast to those heavy, over-ripe reds bathed in oak that were the
trend 10 or 15 years ago. But the winery never gave in to arm twisting, and in
their most recent submission for Descorchados—and with very different vintages (2018, 2019, and 2020)—the wines from AltaCima continue to shine as
always. They are juicy, refreshing, and tense reds available at prices almost
without competition in the Chilean scene. If this winery is not yet on your radar, now is the time to check them out. n

